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Topic: Implementing Global Measures on the Distribution and Acquisition of Firearms.

DISARMAMENT AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY,

Reminding that many countries rely on the firearms trade to sustain their economy,

Stressing the fact that the civilian death by firearm rate is an alarming crisis with a devastating
scope,

Emphasizes the need for global cooperation in order to maintain a healthy environment between
countries,

Alarmed by lenient laws stating that any single-shots and bolt-action rifles can be purchased by
anyone over 18 years of age without a permit and are allowed to carry your firearm issued to you
only after you show “proof of genuine need and tangible danger,”

Expecting that a study found that neighborhoods living in poverty were associated with a 27
percent higher rate of gun homicides. Another troubling factor found was that neighborhoods
with greater numbers of males living alone had 12 percent higher rates,

1. Encourages the creation of the United Nations Firearms Supervision Agency (UNFSA),
an investigation agency that would consist of the following, but not limited to:

a. Identifying the nation and/or people involved in supplying firearms to terrorist
organizations,

b. Applying tracking codes/devices to detect:
i. Illegal firearm traders nationally and internationally, and

ii. Citizens with diagnosed mental health issues who possess weapons,
c. Implementing a mandatory curriculum to educate students ranging age 12-16 on

the dangers of firearms, and
d. Creating global awareness on the topic of firearms through forms such as but not

limited to:
i. Social Media,

ii. Newspapers, and
iii. Posters;

2. Suggests a ban to all trade of firearms to terrorist organizations taking into consideration
that:



a. If a ban of firearm distribution is ignored a ban to trade goods with said nation
that broke the firearm ban would be placed,

b. An economic sanction will be placed that must be according to each nation
involved, and

c. The analysis of the threat should be taken to the international court of justice;

3. Encourages the increase of police patrol to establish a controlled distribution of firearms
through ways such as but not limited to:

a. Implement areas with anonymous telephones to contact the police for quicker
communication,

b. Checkpoints, and
c. Limited amount per square metre of vehicle;

4. Calls upon all member states to review and adapt their firearm laws to maximize security
by forms such as but not limited to:

a. Performing a background check on everyone requesting or in possession of a gun,
focusing specifically on crime records and mental illnesses, and

b. Requiring everyone requesting a gun to pass a series of tests to ensure the
individual is qualified to own a firearm;

5. Recommends The Coordinating Action on Small Arms (CASA) to increase oversight
regarding the reduction of illegal small firearm distribution and collaborating with them
to develop new tracking technology for this form of firearm.


